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Nonlinear optical dichroism technique is shown to be an useful tool for
the 1D conjugated polymer chain orientation study. When done as a func-
tion of rotation angle it gives the order parameters. These parameters can
be also obtained by coupling this technique with linear dichroism method.
The technique is illustrated by third harmonic generation on epitaxied poly-
diacetylene thin films either on single-crystalline or on preoriented ultrathin
films by rubbing. Whereas an almost perfect orientation is obtained in the
case of epitaxy of p-DCH, poly [1,6-bis(N-carbazolyl)-2,4-hexadiyne], on
KAP, potassium acid phthalate, single crystal, this is smaller for epitaxy on
preoriented substrate. The results are correlated with thin film texture mea-
surements with X-rays. A good overall agreement is seen except that X-ray
data show better order than nonlinear optical dichroism. A possible origin
of this difference is shortly discussed.

PACS numbers: 42.65.—k, 78.20.—e, 83.80.Es

1. Introduction

In recent years one observes an increasing interest in synthesis and nonlinear.
optical properties characterization of organic molecules in view of their application
in electrooptical or all optical devices. It is almost possible now, through molecular
engineering, to obtain molecules with defined physico-chemical properties [1] .
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For practical applications the quantity of interest is the macroscopic polariza-
tion of nonlinear medium under the external forcing fields. This polarizability can
be developed, in dipolar approximation, in the external field power series giving

where the expansion coefficients are (n +1) rank three-dimensional tensors describ-
ing different nonlinear optical (NLO) processes and Po is the medium permanent
polarization. Similarly, on the molecule level, its polarization can be also developed
in the forcing field E power series giving

where here again the expansion coefficients α, β, γ ... are (n+1) rank three-dimen-
sional tensors, with n defined by the electric field E power describing various non-
linear optical responses of the molecule experiencing the electric field E which
generally is different from the applied external field due to the screening. po is the
molecule permanent polarization. For centrosymmetric molecules and centrosym-
metric structures and within the mentioned dipolar approximation all odd rank
tensors are equal to zero. It means that even if the molecule is noncentrosymmetric
the odd rank tensor of a bulk medium composed of this molecule may be equal to
zero. It shows how important is order in determining the macroscopic nonlinear op-
tical response, which is important for practical applications, as already mentioned.
For a single crystal there exists a direct link between macroscopic susceptibilities
and molecular hyperpolarizabilities. For the linear and third order NLO processes
of interest here these relations are given by

and

where N() is the number of identical molecules per unit volume in a given sub-
group, f's are local field factors, α's are direction cosines and n is the number of
different subgroups in the unit cell. For a spherical molecule the local field factors
at optical frequency are given by the well known Lorentz—Lorenz formula

where n is the medium refractive index. For a cylindrical molecule fω = 1.
Capital letters in Eqs. (3), (4) refer to the laboratory reference frame, whereas

the small ones to the molecular one. Consequently, the macroscopic susceptibility,
as it is seen from Eqs. (1), (2) depends not only on the value of molecular polar-
izability or hyperpolarizability, but also on the orientation of molecules [2, 3]. In
the case of polycrystalline or non-crystalline materials relations (3), (4) are less
obvious. However, it is possible to introduce an orientation distribution function
P(0, 0, W) giving the probability of finding the molecular axis in a given direction
described by angles (O, 0, W). In that case the linear and the third order NLO
susceptibilities are given by
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and

where m numbers the species (if different) in a bulk material and F is a global
local field factor.

In general there is 9 polarizability a and 81 hyperpolarizability y tensor
components. Depending on the molecule symmetry this number can be strongly
reduced [4]. Fortunately, the conjugated quasi 1D polymers are characterized by
an enhanced linear polarizability ć and second hyperpolarizability γxxxx ten-
sor components in the polymer chain direction x. Consequently, all other tensor
components may be neglected. Thus the polymer chain orientation distribution
function will depend on one angle θ only, which is the angle between the polymer
chain direction and a privileged direction in the laboratory frame (e.g. a direction
on thin film substrate). The case of mono-orientation (all polymer chains parallel:

θ=Oorθ=π)and of bi-orientation (polymer chains parallel to two perpendic-
ular directions, which reduces to the preceding case by considering two, equally
populated species with nonzero tensor components 7..m and γyyyy ) fabricated by
epitaxy on monocrystalline substrates have been described and discussed previ-
ously [2, 5, 6]. In the present case we will discuss the case of not perfectly oriented
thin films with an orientation distribution. As most of applications are targetted
with thin films we will limit our discussion here to that case only.

2. Oriented thin film preparation techniques

There is an important activity devoted to the fabrication of ordered thin
films. For these purposes several methods, applicable to conjugated polymer thin
films, have been developed. These are:

i) Langmuir—Blodgett technique,
ii) shear technique,
iii) stretching,
iv) epitaxy.

The first technique requires specially designed amphiphilic molecules with long
aliphatic chains and polar groups assuring them a good stability on water sub-
phase. It works with some polydiacetylenes [7] giving polycrystalline thin films
with polymer chains parallel to the substrate plane [8]. A recent paper of Tomioka
et al. [9] reports a method of preparation of highly oriented Langmuir—Blodgett
monolayers using a polydiacety]ene with urethane side-groups.

The shear technique has been applied succesfully for very well crystallizing
polydiacetylenes like PTS (poly toluen sulphonate) and TCDU (poly [5,7-dodeca-
diyne-1,12 diol-bis(phenylurethane)]) [10]. The single crystalline thin film growth
is obtained from a saturated monomer solution kept between two e.g. silica plates
at low temperature. The monomer molecules are preoriented by shear in the melt
state or in solution.

The stretching technique applies to free standing films or films deposited on
a free standing stretchable thin film substrate [11].
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The high vacuum evaporation, and consequently the epitaxy technique ap-
plies only for topochemically polymerizing molecules like diacetylenes. The main
problem here consists in an adequate choice of substrate with crystalline contact
plane fitting well with that of deposited molecule. With KBr single crystal sub-
strate and DCH molecule it was possible to obtain a bi-orientation [6] with polymer
chains (after thermal polymerization of deposited monomer thin film) mutually
perpendicular and parallel to the cubic edges of KBr. With the choice of KAP
single crystal substrate a mono-orientation of polymer chains was obtained [7].
For phthalate acid with other alkali ions like Rb single crystals the technique leads
to an orientation distribution of polymer chains [7].

Kanetake et al. [12] proposed a technique, currently used in oriented thin film
preparation from liquid crystals, and consisting in an epitaxy of organic molecule
on a preoriented substrate by rubbing.

In the present study thin films were obtained by vacuum epitaxy of diacety-
lene monomers shown in Fig. 1. In the case of polymer CNEU (poly (N-carbazolyl-
-5,7-nonadiyne-lol-1-ethylurethane)) we have used a KAP single crystal substrate.
For the second polymer (p-4BCMU, poly (5,7-dodecadiyne-1,12 bis[(4-butoxycar-
bonyl) methylurethane], cf. Fig. 1) we used the technique applied by Kanetake et
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al. [12] for another polydiacetylene. The difference between the two studied poly-
mers consists in the replacement of one 4-BCMU group in p-4BCMU by a DCH
group. Consequently the monomer CNEU (cf. Fig. 1) is noncentrosymmetric.

The film of p-4BCMU was obtained in the following way. First we deposited
at high vacuum a very thin film (100-150 A) of monomer on a well cleaned silica
substrate. After a topochemical polymerization with UV light the polymer chains
were oriented by rubbing. Subsequently a thicker film was grown by high vacuum
deposition of diacetylene monomer. The epitaxied film was again polymerized with
UV light. Up to 3000 A thickness well oriented thin films can be obtained in
this way. The optical absorption spectra of both polymers are shown in Fig. 1.
Poly 4-BCMU, which is a soluble polymer, is known for making "red" films from
solution casting. In the case of evaporated films one obtains so-called "blue" form
of PDA (polydiacetylene), with larger conjugation length due to a better polymer
planarity. In both cases no perfect orientation was achieved which was observed
by a noncomplete extinction of optical absorption between crossed polarizers.

3. Orientation distribution function

As we already mentioned the orientation distribution in the case of conju-
gated 1D polymers depends often on one angle θ only, which is the angle between
molecular axis and a privileged direction in the laboratory frame (e.g. a substrate
edge). At least we will limit our discussion here to such a situation. In the follow-
ing we will express the linear and the cubic NLO susceptibilities in terms of order
parameters and show how these can be determined using the linear absorption and
the third harmonic generation spectra.

In the case of stretched films or for some epitaxied films the chain orientation
cannot be described by the Dirac distribution function. The situation is still simple
if all chains are parallel to the substrate plane, as it is often the case. In that
situation the orientation distribution function depends indeed on one angle θ
only. In order to get this orientation distribution function one can develop P(0)
as a function of cos nθ , such a development being simply suggested by the form
of cubic susceptibilities (3), (5). We note here that such a development has been
recently used by Neher et al. [10] for nonlinear optical dichroism studies of the
Langmuir—Blodgett films of poly(bis-m-butoxyphenylsilane)

Introducing it into Eq. (1) with the use of Eqs. (3), (5) one gets for the linear
susceptibility x(1)xx tensor component the following expression:

Consequently, the extinction coefficient i linked to x(1) through the following
relation:

where n is the real part of the refractive index, shows a similar angular dependence.
By taking the ratio of extinction coefficients for two incident s light polarizations
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corresponding to maximum and minimum absorptions, respectively, one can get a
rapid evaluation of the order parameter 02

In Eq. (11) we have neglected the refractive index, as well as possible field factors
anisotropy. For not perfectly ordered films we expect this anisotropy to be not
very important. Its importance will increase with order. The order parameter can
be also obtained from the angular dependence of extinction coefficient by fitting
Eq. (9) to experimental data as it is shown in Fig. 2 for CNEU polymer.

Similarly the diagonal third order NLO susceptibility tensor component
Xx(3)xxx ,as measured by third harmonic generation (THG), is given by the fol-

lowing expression:

Consequently, the THG intensity will be proportional to the square of cubic sus-
ceptibility and will be given by the following expression:

By rotating thin film along an axis parallel to the beam propagation direction
(cf. Fig. 3) one observes a variation of harmonic intensity with the rotation angle. If
this one coincides with angle O this variation will be given directly by Eq. (13). The
order parameters can be determined by fitting the angular dependence of harmonic
intensity in function of rotation angle or simply by coupling THG measurements
with linear dichroism data. In fact, the contrast ratio defined by the maxima and
minima THG intensities is given by

which can be used to a fast determination of the order parameter 02 if 04 is known
(from e.g. linear absorption spectra).
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4. Results

Figure 2 shows observed and fitted angular dependence of extinction coeffi-
cient for CNEU polymer thin film. Solid line shows the fitted values using Eq. (9).
The determined in this way order parameters 02 are listed in Table. The optical
absorption spectra were obtained using a polarized incident light and by rotating
thin film about an axis parallel to the normal to the thin film substrate.

The 04 order parameters were obtained from THG generation measurements
on oriented thin films. The used experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The light
source is an Nd:YAG laser. The measurements were done at 1.907 pm fundamental
wavelength, obtained by a direct shift of fundamental 1.0642 pm by stimulated
Raman scattering in a high pressure hydrogen cell. Similarly as in linear optical
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dichroism measurements, the film was rotated along an axis parallel to the beam
propagation direction and the harmonic intensity was collected as the function
of rotation angle. The rotation angle dependence of harmonic intensity was fit-
ted using Eq. (13). Figures 4 and 5 show the measured and the fitted values of
harmonic intensity as a function of the rotation angle for both polymers. An ex-
cellent agreement between theory and experiment is seen. In the case of p-CNEU
the 04 order parameter was obtained by injecting 02 from the linear absorption
spectra variation. For p-4BCMU 02 and 04 order parameters were determined
from rotation angle variation of THG intensity. The determined in this way order
parameters for both polymers are given in Table.

5. Discussion
The nonlinear optical dichroism technique is a powerful tool in the structure

study of conjugated in 1D thin polymer film. The largest thin film thickness used
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is determined by its absorption coefficient. Contrary to the case of linear optical
dichroism, where the technique is applicable in the thin film absorption range
only, this can be used outside absorption band in the former case. Moreover, the
nonlinear optical dichroism technique works also in the case when the linear one
fails, as in the case of bi-orientation [6].

In the present case the study was facilitated by the fact that polymer chains
are parallel to the substrate plane. It is however possible to introduce orientation
distribution function depending on 2 angles P(Θ,Φ) in more general cases.

As it is seen from Table the molecular epitaxy on a single crystal substrate
gives a higher order, as expected. In the case of p-DCH epitaxy on KAP single
crystal an almost perfect mono-orientation of polydiacetylene chains was obtained
with X (3) /x(3)xxx>14Oyyyy[5]. This is due to a good matching of the contact
planes of epitaxied compound with respect to the substrate. When one dicarbazolyl
side group is replaced by a BCMU one (cf. Fig. 1) this matching is not so good and
the order is lower. The technique used here and consisting in the preorientation of
a very thin layer by rubbing gives still lower order.

Figure 6 shows pole figures for an isotropic (a) and the oriented (b) p-4BCMU
film. If for the isotropic film one observes an almost random distribution of the
crystallographic axes, an excellent orientation is observed for p-4BCMU epitaxied
film, with a maximum of 28. It corresponds to a higher order than that obtained by
the nonlinear dichroism method (cf. Table). The difference may be due to the fact
that in the X-ray study only crystallites are seen whereas the amorphous phases,
most likely present in polymer thin film, also contribute to the nonlinear optical
response.

We discussed here the easiest case when the polymer chains are parallel to
the substrate. In the case of in-plane or in-space randomly distributed polymer
chains the average macroscopic cubic susceptibility is given by
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where 	 is the angle between polymer chain and the exciting (as well as the
resultant) optical electric fields, assumed a priori as having the same direction. In
that case one has

It shows an increase by a factor of 5 in cubic susceptibility (and a factor of at
least 25 in efficiency, depending on third order process under consideration) when
passing from a completely disordered system to a mono-oriented one (e.g. single
crystal). Again it shows interest of oriented thin films for NLO applications.
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